
Weihnachtliche Keilrahmen in Schwarz-Weiß
Instructions No. 1534
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 30 Minutes

Christmas is coming up soon and what could be better than a matching Home Decorationthat's already getting you in the Christmas spirit? In this handicraft
instruction we show you how you can create this atmospheric Stretched Canvas with a Stretched Canvas, stencil, the Viva Decor Set "Black & White" and a few
tools.

First of all, take a Stretched Canvas and a Stencil of your choice. So that the Stencil does not slip, you can fix it with some crepe-Adhesive tape to the sides of
the stretcher frame. To achieve the classic colour combination Black-White on the Stretched Canvas , use the Viva Decor Set "Black & White"

Now glue the fir tree on the Stencil using from crepe-Adhesive tape. Apply the white ceramic colour with a Spatula and let them dry out well Tip: To obtain a
special covering power of the paint, apply another layer of paint. In addition, applying a second layer of paint creates a fascinating 3D effect , making the
picture an absolute eye-catcher in your home 

Now remove the Adhesive tape from fir tree and apply the black ceramic paint in two layers of paint. After you have applied the paint, the Stencil from
Stretched Canvas can be removed. Finally, the stencils should be carefully cleaned with warm water so that you can enjoy them as long as possible.



This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!

Article number Article name Qty
842952-06 VBS Stretched canvas "Linen"40 x 50 cm 1
841634 VBS Paint spatula & pallet knife, set of 3 1
70522 Crepe-Adhesive tape, 50 m 1
841207 VBS Stretched canvas 40 x 50 cm 1
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